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WIDEX BABY tm440 
– thE best start in life

For babies, hearing plays a crucial role in the way they develop their language and the way they interpret the 
world. Babies hear sounds – particularly their parents' voice – from the moment they are born. So for babies 
with a hearing loss, it is vital that they are given the chance to get the most out of their hearing as early as pos-
sible. 

For this reason Widex has designed a hearing aid specifically for babies. the WIDEX BABY™440 hearing aid 
provides babies with access to as many sounds as possible. Its extremely high quality sound gives your baby the 
opportunity to interact with you and the world around them.

Because of its miniature size, WIDEX BABY440 fits perfectly on small ears. And as it is designed using light yet 
tough materials, you can rest assured that it sits securely and comfortably all day long.

WIDEX BABY440 not only gives your baby the best possible start when learning language, but also the best 
possible start in life.

WIDEX BABY440 
 gives your baby  

the best possible start in life
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WIDEX BABY440 may be small but it is big enough 
to give your baby the ground-breaking technology 
that provides the ultimate sound. WIDEX BABY440 
is what is known as a RItE hearing aid. RItE stands 
for receiver-in-the-ear. this means that the receiver 
is placed in the ear, leaving the main part of the hear-
ing aid that houses all the technology to sit behind 
the ear. 

Placing the receiver right in the ear canal gives your 
baby more natural sound quality.

MOre tO WIDEX BABY tm440 tHan 
Meets thE eYe

pEArl pInk pEArl WhItE pEArl BluE 

lED

EarWire

Ear-tip or earmould

Eye loop for SecureFix Soft anchor

receiver

microphone openings
Sound enters the hearing aid through the microphone openings

earWire
Sound from the hearing aid travels to the receiver through a wire 
called EarWire

ear-tip or earmould
the ear-tip or earmould sits in the ear

receiver
the receiver, or speaker, sends sound into the ear canal

Soft anchor
Holds the ear-tip in place

eye loop
Holds the SecureFix safety cord; this prevents the baby from los-
ing the hearing aid

leD
Lets you see if the hearing aid is turned on

Microphone opening

Microphone opening
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sPeaKinG YOUR LANGUAGE

As a parent you understand the importance of com-
municating with your baby. And for babies, language 
is of course central to communicating and interact-
ing with their family and the world around them. So 
it is important to act quickly when a hearing loss is 
identified.

thankfully, initiatives such as screening babies for 
hearing loss at birth are a significant help. Combin-
ing this with the best hearing aids available such as 
WIDEX BABY440 is proven to help babies in learning 
speech and language. 

more SoUnDS
What is special about WIDEX BABY440 is the way 
it makes more sounds audible for babies compared 
to traditional hearing aids. this means that they are 
exposed to a broad range of sounds – in particular, 
high frequency sounds. And with WIDEX BABY440 
hearing aids, babies can get access to these sounds 
all day long.

Better SoUnDS
When wearing WIDEX BABY™440 hearing aids, ba-
bies are also provided with sound of extraordinary 
quality. this helps them better perceive the incred-
ible range of sounds around them. WIDEX BABY440 
makes sure that soft sounds such as whispering can 
be heard. And that loud sounds such as traffic or tel-
evision are heard but are never uncomfortably loud. 

Help iS at HanD
Remember, your hearing care professional is there to 
help. they can assist you in not just getting the best 
out of WIDEX BABY440, but also providing counsel-
ling and support if you need it.

WIDEX BABY440 provides the perfect foundation 
for helping your baby’s hearing.
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WHat WiDeX babY440 CAN DO 
fOr YOUR babY

For your baby to get the best out of their listening 
opportunities, they need the best technology avail-
able. Widex® hearing aids have a reputation for ex-
cellent sound and WIDEX BABY440 is no exception. 

Hearing yoUr VoiCe
Hearing high frequency sounds in their mother's 
voice or those of other children can be difficult.

With its advanced technology, WIDEX BABY440 can 
actually let babies hear important sounds like these 
that they would not otherwise hear.

CloSe to yoU
One potential problem with hearing aids is whistling. 
this can happen when sound leaks out of the ear 
canal and goes back into the microphone of the 
hearing aid, or if the ear-tip or earmould is moved 
out of place. WIDEX BABY440 is designed to detect 
whistling and stop it before it becomes audible. So 
you can relax and hold your baby close to you, or 
let them move around freely without the annoying 
sound of whistling.

SpeeCH, not noiSe
Babies are exposed to a world full of fantastic 
sounds. But it is also a world full of noise.

WIDEX BABY440 detects and reduces unwanted 
noise in your baby’s listening environment, letting 
them better understand you when you speak.

play aS tHey liSten
the world for babies is about exploring, learning and 
listening.

WIDEX BABY440 lets babies hear sounds from all 
directions no matter whether in quiet or noisy envi-
ronments. this means that they can play or interact 
no matter what the situation.

these are just some of the many things WIDEX 
BABY440 can do for your baby.

Babies can play  
and listen freely  

no matter  
what the situation

Babies can hear  
important sounds  
that they would  

not otherwise hear
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As babies begin to explore their world, it’s good to 
know they can move around while their hearing aid 
remains in place. 

Not only is WIDEX BABY440 solidly constructed, it 
also has a range of features to ensure that it is safe, 
tamper-resistant and secure to wear - and that you 
are always in control:

• A tamper-resistant battery door keeps the tiny 
battery away from your baby

• A remote control lets you control WIDEX BABY440 
so you decide the volume level and the listening 
program

• Keep an eye on whether the battery in WIDEX 
BABY440 is functioning with a convenient LED 
lamp

• Specially designed tape helps WIDEX BABY440 
stay in place

• A safety cord can be fastened to WIDEX BABY440 
to prevent your baby losing it; as an alternative you 
can also use the baby bonnet

• the Widex Baby Kit – everything you need to 
maintain WIDEX BABY440

HelPinG YOU hELP YOUr babY
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aDJUstinG WIDEX BABY440

We know only too well that adjusting a hearing aid 
can be a challenge for your hearing care professional 
– especially with babies. that’s why we have concen-
trated on making the fitting of WIDEX BABY440 as 
quick and easy as possible. 

Your hearing care professional uses the latest Widex 
computer software to ensure that WIDEX BABY440 
precisely matches your baby’s hearing profile. 

So your baby can get the best possible sound.

And the best start in life. 

WIDEX BABY440  
is quick and easy  

to adjust
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